May 16, 1964

Restoration of the quarter corner common to Sections 24 and 25, T2N, R7W, W.M.; Tillamook County, Oregon.

See information I put on County records dated June 28, 1963.

On May 16, 1964 I restored this ½S as follows:

Logging is now completed. The two BT's marked by Oregon State Board of Forestry dated November 17, 1954 are both still in place, scribes plain on both. They are now stumps.

The two reference trees I marked with 8d nails June 28, 1963, are both still in place, now stumps. I set a concrete building MARK block for corner, 8" square at base, 6" square at top, 6" high, and piled rocks around same, about one foot high. Also reset the State Forestry white painted post with metal tag, two feet North of corner.

Bert Pickens, a Forest Grove Lumber Company employee was present both times.